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MFK developed the
Women in Energy
Program to integrate a
diverse set of in—depth
interventions, behavioral
change and awareness
campaigns, as well as new
opportunities in social and
gender inclusion across
its Threshold projects and
activities. These activities
were based on the Social
and Gender Integration
Plan and prioritized equal
participation, opportunities
and benefits for Kosovo
women and men from
different socio—economic
and social groups.
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This book would not be
possible without the Women in
Energy beneficiaries. Each of
these 672 women, whose names
fill the cover pages that protect
this book and its story, took on
the responsibility of changing
their personal trajectories—
while also working to shape
the future of Kosovo’s economy.
At MFK, we are humbled
to have played a role in
creating new opportunities
for this generation of women
while building a sustainable
blueprint for women’s
empowerment in Kosovo.
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The Women X Energy book brings together
opinions, voices, stories, stats, infographics,
photographs, maps, timelines and other
storytelling elements aiming to weave together
the WE scope of work, its results, and the broader
impact of the program.
Through personal stories from women who have
experienced the benefits of the program as well
as from influential women who have achieved
inspiring professional success, the book will
create a narrative of ideals in fulfillment, and
underscore the importance of providing and
promoting such ideals not only in a gender
inclusion context, but also from a broader
societal perspective.
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We called it Women in Energy because at its core the program
was focused on helping women increase their presence in the
energy sector while enabling women-owned businesses to meet
their energy demands.

A book
of possibilities
In this book, you will find narrative pieces and data on our
Women in Energy projects. You would not be entirely wrong
if you think that this book is ultimately a report published
by a non-profit, covering activities and operations from the
last half a decade or so.

At the time, this was a bold statement; but as we close
these activities three years later, we can indeed report that
many new doors of possibilities for women in Kosovo have
been opened by the Women in Energy program. More doors
will be opened in the future, too.

But this book is not just a simple report, because Women in
Energy was not just a simple program.

As MCC and the Government of Kosovo are planning a new
Compact agreement, our activities helped focus Kosovo’s
efforts and develop the right tools that will unlock even
more investments benefitting women in Kosovo for the
next five years.

Throughout its operations, Millennium Foundation Kosovo
(MFK), with the support of the Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC), put gender and social inclusion (GSI)
at the forefront of each of our interventions.
Throughout our work, we made sure that we did not simply
“tick a box” on GSI. We took different activities and subactivities and we shaped them into an integrated program,
with a clear objective, robust toolkit, and the requisite
resources to implement it. We called it Women in Energy
because at its core the program was focused on helping
women increase their presence in the energy sector while
enabling women-owned businesses to meet their energy
demands. Ultimately, Women in Energy has been one of
the most significant efforts conducted in Kosovo in recent
years; almost a thousand women have become direct
program beneficiaries.

As the CEO of MFK, I must thank so many people—my
team (75% women!), our colleagues in MCC, our partners
in government (from President Jahjaga with whom we
worked back in 2015 and 2016, to the mayors and heads of
agencies with whom we are still working as we speak on
placing women interns), our private sector and civil society
partners, international NGOs and development banks—
for helping us open these doors of possibilities for more
women in Kosovo.

In 2019, we started an awareness campaign with a TV
advert that featured some of the first women pioneers in
the Kosovo energy sector. The following text was narrated
by these women:
“Years ago, it was not easy for women engineers to find
jobs in Kosovo. Kosovar women had to prove themselves
at work, to be more determined, more committed and
more educated than men. Today, many of them are
leaders in science, engineering and technology. It’s not easy
even today, but now, new doors of possibilities for a new
generation of women leaders in the field of energy are
opening.”

Petrit Selimi
Chief Executive Officer of Millennium
Foundation Kosovo
Twitter: @petrit
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Through the Women in Energy program, MFK and MCC did an
exceptional job combining academic, professional, and financing
opportunities for Kosovo women from diverse communities.

The honor and the
responsibility of a pioneer
breaking barriers
MCC and MFK both have a very special place in my
heart—and in my Presidential agenda. As President of the
Republic of Kosovo, I directed the initial efforts to ensure
that Kosovo qualified for the support from this small
and innovative federal agency (MCC) which promised
substantial assistance for Kosovo’s economic development.
My team was fully engaged from the outset to ensure
that Kosovo fulfilled the necessary conditions for MCC
support while also helping develop future MFK projects
and programs. We cooperated with Petrit and his team
once the projects commenced, and I was especially pleased
to see gender and social inclusion take a central place in
many of the activities. Ultimately, MFK’s Women in Energy
program of scholarships, internships and grants became a
flagship activity and an example for other donors on how
to include women in Kosovo’s economic landscape.
As the first woman president of Kosovo and the
first female head of state in the Western Balkans,
I deeply understand the unique responsibility one feels as a
pioneer committed to breaking barriers. The expectations
placed on pioneers is always great, but for me, these
high expectations came with the opportunity to spark
inspiration in generations of women who had been
deprived of opportunities to excel simply because of their
gender.
In politics, some of the solutions for gender inclusion
can be based on quotas, which are relatively simple to
implement. But conversely, dealing with the private sector
and economic landscape can be much more complicated.
While gender equality has been achieved on paper, there
are deep inequalities in practice. Women in Kosovo still
struggle to ensure fair property rights, and their ability
to inherit wealth compared to their male counterparts is
constrained, making it harder for them to access capital
and start businesses.
Against this backdrop, MFK and MCC did an exceptional
job combining academic, professional, and financing
opportunities for Kosovo women from diverse communities
through the Women in Energy program. This program
brought almost $5 million in valuable activities to Kosovo
women, including scholarships for women in Iowa (a state I
love due to the bilateral agreement I signed with them and
the excellent cooperation we have maintained ever since),
internship opportunities for 250 women across Kosovo

public and private sectors, and grants for women-owned
businesses to meet their energy needs and unlock future
growth. It was a very creative mix of interventions and I’m
proud that I provided support whenever I could.
Implementing these projects was not easy, especially
during the COVID pandemic. I visited MFK offices a year
ago and was happy to see the staff still enthusiastic and
dedicated to the MFK’s core mission, even after challenging
times dealing with the pandemic, working from home, and
taking care of sick family members.
As part of the Threshold Agreement, the Women in Energy
program has helped inform both Kosovo institutions and
MCC on the best ways to put gender inclusion at the core
of economic growth. In fact, many of these lessons will be
incorporated in the future Compact agreement between
Kosovo and MCC.
But the most valuable legacy will be the hundreds of
women who have become new leaders in Kosovo through
their academic and practical studies in the United States,
or through their work as interns in Kosovo, or through
grants they received from MFK to become more energy
efficient and grow their businesses.
I am proud of these women, MCC, and MFK for working
together to open this window of opportunity and enable
the next generation of pioneers in Kosovo.

Atifete Jahjaga
Former President of the Republic of Kosovo
Twitter: @atifetejahjaga
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The country’s energy sector, which has historically been a male
dominated environment in which few women have had the
opportunity to participate as either employees or entrepreneurs,
provided an ideal platform for change.

We are dedicated to
unlocking the economic
potential of women
I am thrilled to introduce this publication dedicated to
the Women in Energy Program created through the
Kosovo Threshold Program and the partnership between
the United States through its Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC) and the Government of Kosovo
through the Millennium Foundation Kosovo (MFK).
MCC’s mission is dedicated to the reduction of global
poverty through inclusive and sustainable economic
growth. Gender equality and women’s economic
empowerment and security are critical to this work. We are
dedicated to unlocking the economic potential of women
in holistic, sustainable and impactful ways. The Women in
Energy Program is a key example of how our partnerships
work to put these priorities into practice.
MCC’s economic analysis, conducted in partnership
with the Government of Kosovo, showed low labor force
participation rates for Kosovan women, potentially
inhibiting the growth of the country’s economy. As the
Government of Kosovo and MCC worked to develop
programs to address challenges in the energy sector and
increase government transparency, it became clear that
an intentional strategy was needed to address gender
imbalances and ensure Kosovan women were not left
behind. The country’s energy sector, which has historically
been a male dominated environment in which few
women have had the opportunity to participate as either
employees or entrepreneurs, provided an ideal platform for
change.
The Women in Energy Program tackled these challenges
through a series of holistic approaches to address the
barriers preventing women from engaging more fully in
their nation’s economy. Through the program, we engaged
academic institutions, the private sector, and local
governments to promote greater opportunities for female
employment in Kosovo’s energy sector and to support over
400 female entrepreneurs to implement energy efficiency
measures as a sustainable way to expand and grow their
businesses.

The program also established a pipeline for future
generations of women leaders in the areas of science,
technology, engineering, art, and math (STEAM) by
giving 200 young women internships in the energy sector;
awarding fully funded scholarships to study in STEAM
related fields in the United States; and launching the
first summer camp for over 200 girls in the Balkans to
support their aspirations of pursuing careers in STEAM
fields. The partnership between MCC and MFK also
resulted in awareness campaigns designed to encourage
women’s economic empowerment in the energy sector. The
messages resonated nationwide and became some of the
biggest and most influential social media campaigns in the
country!
As we look back on our work together, I am hopeful for
the economic future of women in Kosovo. We are also
looking forward to continuing the close and productive
collaboration between MCC and the Government of
Kosovo as we work together to develop new investments to
further expand inclusive and sustainable economic growth
in the country.
The Women in Energy Program has been a success thanks
to the hard work of the women and men of MCC, MFK,
and implementing partners. I am confident the women
and girls who received support through the program will
continue to inspire future generations of women to become
leaders in their chosen fields. This will help ensure that
all Kosovans can participate in their economy and build
a more inclusive workforce, helping Kosovo realize its full
economic potential.
Sincerely,
Alice Albright
Chief Executive Officer of
the Millennium Challenge Corporation
Twitter: @MCC_CEO
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When half the population is excluded from an
economy, the whole country suffers.

The success of Women in
Energy filters through to
the rest of Kosovo
MCC knows that women’s economic empowerment is
integral to a country’s success and growth outcomes.
When half the population is excluded from an economy, the
whole country suffers.
Kosovo’s labor force is predominantly male, and the gender
gap in the energy sector is particularly flagrant. When this
Women in Energy sub-activity started out, we had modest
expectations revolving around ensuring equal opportunity
to benefit from MCC’s investments in energy. However,
during our program design process—across months of
stakeholder discussions, surveys, analysis, and meetings—
we heard about the many barriers to women entering
the energy sector. Among others, accessing capital,
institutional support, and meaningful job opportunities
emerged as obvious priorities. We were convinced that
investing in these areas would improve the likelihood that
all of Kosovo would be able to benefit from our investments
in the energy sector.

In this way, our Women in Energy program participants
are important ambassadors. Their experiences, positive
or negative, will inform other women and affect their
decision-making around studying or investing in these
areas. I thank the entire team—especially our Gender and
Social Integration team and implementing contractors—for
dedicating so much time and effort to make sure that our
beneficiary experiences were positive ones. Thanks also to
the Communications team, which has made sure that the
stories of our women get out into the world in a way that
motivates more Kosovans to follow their example. And
lastly, to every one of our Women in Energy participants:
thank you for your eagerness—all of MCC wishes you the
greatest success!

I am proud to say that what started off as a small subactivity has become a flagship program that has created
an outsized impact on women’s involvement with Kosovo’s
energy sector. The opportunities that MFK and MCC
provided—from the Women in Science (WiSci) camp,
to scholarships and internships, to grants for women’s
businesses—have been far more popular than we ever
expected. It has been a pleasure to hear from so many
program beneficiaries and watch them succeed in their
journeys.
But the significance of the Women in Energy program
goes beyond the impact to individual beneficiaries; our
interventions have created powerful knock-on effects
that have filtered through to the rest of the country. For
instance, former WiSci campers have created local clubs
to continue facilitating conversations and activities with
other like minded young women; our former Women
in Energy Scholars graduated from DMACC and have
returned to Kosovo to work in the energy sector—many of
them in pioneering or leadership positions—or to continue
their technical studies; and the women entrepreneurs
we supported are out in their communities growing their
businesses while championing the value of energy efficiency
investments.

Sarah Olmstead
Country Director for Kosovo,
Millennium Challenge Coorporation
Twitter: @solmstea
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We met with Burim Hashani, the Director of
Energy at Millennium Foundation Kosovo, for
some quick impressions of his time leading the
energy projects—including Women in Energy
activities—over the past five years.

WE transformed
the country
What is your key impression from
the Women in Energy?
I think I will not forget the enormous response we got from
women applying for the scholarship program.
We initially planned for a few scholarships to the US as
a pilot activity, but as hundreds of young women and
students applied for this opportunity, we increased the
number to 10 and then ultimately to 26 scholarships for
fully covered studies. We interviewed hundreds of women
who were all exceptionally talented, which was a true
inspiration for our work— I think that Kosovo’s future
is safer with so many women interested in STEM and
energy. Having over 2000 women-owned businesses apply
for grants was also a positive surprise, as it showed the
entrepreneurial nature of Kosovo women.
What is the key lesson learned
from the WE?
We learned a lot from this program.
One key lesson is that the activity worked!
It was successful, engaging, and inclusive; I’m sure it helped
Kosovo’s government and MCC double down in the next
phase of Compact negotiations to invest even more in
Women in Energy follow-up activities. Another lesson
is that we need to rapidly shift our expectations about
women’s role in our economy. While women can continue to
study nursing, economics, or teaching, we also need them
as leaders in STEM fields like engineering and renewable
energy. As a country, we need to do more and do better to
encourage more inclusive participation across the entire
economy.

What’s next for WE?
As I said, the story does not end here. MCC will continue
supporting women’s engagement in the labor market, and
other donors will use our template for further programs.
Already, several players are implementing similar
interventions in Kosovo. Scaling up similar scholarship,
internship and grants programs is an urgent necessity
to continue our fight for gender equality and economic
development.
Biggest challenge or mistake during
project implementation?
Well, we certainly did not make our job easier by thinking
big and continually increasing our vision and objectives.
Across all our WE activities, we performed better and
implemented more than we initially planned. It took some
careful financial planning but also a lot of work on the back
end to make everything possible. But ultimately, we did
end up with more scholarships, more internships and more
grants for women entrepreneurs.
On a final note, it is important to mention another huge
challenge that we accomplished: encouraging energy
efficiency installer companies to reach a quota of 40% for
women employees. Although this seemed audacious when
we announced the policy, within a year’s time it became
a normal state of business for them to have women as
their key technical experts. This policy forced the maledominated construction companies to think differently, and
we are all proud of this achievement.

What is your favorite activity
as part of WE?
We designed the activities to be complementary, but I think
the grants were particularly important because they came
at the time when Kosovo and the rest of the world were hit
hard by COVID.
The businesses that we supported managed to get better
equipment and more efficient technology, which helped
them survive very bad market conditions. I also thought
our awareness raising campaigns were very creative and
successful. Moreover, the installation of solar panels on
their (women-owned businesses) roofs was like a cherry on
top of the cake—a promising sign for the successful future
of women-owned businesses.

Interview with
Burim Hashani, Energy Director at MFK
Twitter: @bukihash
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Women X Energy
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Women in Data

“At MFK,
the entire process—
design, planning,
implementation, and
M&E—goes through
a chain of women
who make sure that
what we do includes
and improves
women’s lives.”
Genta Agaj
Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist, MFK

Designing impactful policies and projects that
improve people’s lives requires unbiased and
representative data. However, even though women
constitute half of the world’s population, they are
often underrepresented in data. This phenomenon
is called the gender data gap, and it happens
when organizations and institutions do not collect
and present data by sex. If institutions neglect
to collect data on women’s experiences and
perspectives, women will continue to be under—
represented and under—considered in decisions
about the policies, programs, and projects that
affect their lives.
Recognizing the importance of closing this data
gap, every time MFK collects and analyzes data
on our beneficiaries, we disaggregate results by
gender. This way, we better understand who is on
the receiving end of our interventions, how they
experience our efforts, and how we can improve
and tailor our interventions to serve their needs.
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Women in Education
Women’s education is an important determinant for any
society’s overall quality of life. Societies with educated
women tend to have higher national incomes, more
robust labor forces, and enhanced family wealth and
wellbeing.
Kosovo has been successful in offering educational
opportunities to girls. In fact, the number of women
outweighs the number of men in every level of the
education system. However, gender stereotypes in
choosing fields of studies still persist: women dominate
social sciences like Education (93%), Philology (81%),
and Philosophy (69%),while men dominate Mechanical
Engineering (79%), Architecture and Construction
Engineering (69%), and Sports (72%).

Women in Economy
As is the case in many other developing economies,
Kosovo women remain underrepresented in
the formal labor market. According to 2020
Kosovo Agency of Statistics (KAS) data, the
labor participation rate for women is only 20.8%,
compared to 56% for men.
Additionally, only 25% of those employed in Kosovo
are women. The sectors with the highest rate of
women labor force participation are education (in
which 20% of the entire female labor market is
employed), wholesale and retail trade (19%), and
human health and social work (14%).
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Women in Data
Graph legend:

Women in Business
Although studies show that women-led companies
often earn markedly higher returns, there is still
a global gender gap when it comes to leadership
positions. The same gender gap is observed in
the business sector in Kosovo. In fact, only 19% of
business owners in Kosovo are women. The top
industries with women owners are hairdressing,
beauty treatments, and retail. Larger sectors such
as manufacturing, wholesale trade, construction,
and administrative services are still dominated by
male ownership.
Although Kosovar data shows that there are very
few women that own and lead businesses, those
that do tend to do it well. Every once in a while,
we read stories of women entrepreneurs exporting
products and services to European markets and
growing their businesses by hiring even more
women. When women are given an opportunity to
lead, they succeed as entrepreneurs: we saw this
firsthand at MFK when we opened our Women in
Energy Entrepreneurship Technical Assistance and
Grants program. We were inspired by how many
aspiring and established entrepreneurs applied for
funding to grow their businesses.

Although gender stereotypes in education are persistent,
MFK has noticed increased demand for educational
opportunities for women in the STEM fields. Through our
Scholarship and Internship initiatives, we have received
a considerable number of women applicants who are
interested in starting their careers in the energy and
STEM sectors.

Graph legend:
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Women in Government
Women’s participation in politics creates more
responsive governments, increased gender equality,
more robust democracies, and overall better
societies. When women are included in politics, they
create more peaceful societies, encourage citizen
confidence in democracy, and prioritize education
and healthcare investments.
In this regard, Kosovo continues to make progress.
Although a nascent country, Kosovo has had two
women presidents since 2008. Currently, 44 of 120
Parliament members in the country are women,
marking the highest number of women ever elected
to Parliament. Furthermore, five out 15 ministries are
led by women.
Although the country has a long way to go to achieve
gender balance and representation in politics, Kosovo
is on the right trajectory.

Women in Data
Graph legend:

Women in Energy
Similarly to most countries around the world, when
it comes to women participating in the energy sector
Kosovo faces a massive gender gap. According to
the Kosovo Agency of Statistics (2020), only 8% of
the employees of the “electricity, gas, steam and air
conditioning supply” sector are women.
However, women have a lot of authority on how
energy is consumed in every Kosovar family. Our
studies show that women are typically the decision
makers on energy consumption for space heating, hot
water, and cooking. Similarly to the trends observed
in other countries, women in Kosovo are more likely
to adopt energy efficiency practices and are typically
more conscientious about energy savings.

Women in MFK
Since MFK’s founding, more than 50% of our
employees have been women. Women at MFK are an
integral part of each component of our organization.
At MFK, women manage subsidies for energyefficiency and work with Termokos to transform
Prishtina’s district heating; they also manage grants,
internship and scholarship programs. Women
at MFK are also in charge of payments made to
contractors and beneficiaries, facilitating outreach
and communications campaigns that reach every
Kosovar family, and ensuring that we are meeting our
objectives and targets.
Our entire process—design, planning, implementation,
and M&E—goes through a chain of women who make
sure that what we do includes and improves women’s
lives.
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The Kosovo Labor Force Survey revealed that only
13.9 percent of women in Kosovo were employed
in 2019. To make matters worse, women only comprised
7% of the energy sector, which indicated that Kosovo
was among the countries with the worst gender
disparities in the world in this industry. Unfortunately,
Kosovo’s entrepreneurial sector was hardly better: only
11.4 percent of active businesses were owned by women
in 2019. When taken together, these figures showed
the stark need to remedy these massive disparities by
supporting women’s economic empowerment in Kosovo.
Against this backdrop, MFK has committed to women’s
empowerment since its founding. Each of its programs
work to address gender inequality, social inclusion, and
bias throughout Kosovo’s economy. Bolstered by MCC,
MFK has supported and empowered more than 600
women in Kosovo over the past five years through the
Women in Energy (WE) program.
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Women in Energy
will go down as
women in history

To change the status quo in Kosovo, MFK’s
Women in Energy program has created more
opportunities for women at each stage of their
professional journeys: the WE Scholars program
allowed young women to earn technical degrees
in STEM fields, the WE Internship program
enabled early professionals to build energy sector
experience, and the WE Entrepreneurs programs
provided non—dilutive capital for women
entrepreneurs to make their businesses more
energy efficient and cost effective.
In the following pages you will find a chronology
of WE activities unveiling throughout the
program and changing the world around us
forever more.
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2017

Women X Energy

2016
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Millennium
Challenge
Kosovo created
The Millennium
Challenge Kosovo Office
was initiated by the
Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC)
and the Government of
Kosovo as a temporary
body to assist in building
the official implementing
entity of the Threshold
Program.

Constraints
Analysis published
The Kosovo Constraints
Analysis is a
comprehensive analysis
of constraints that hinder
sustainable economic
growth and poverty
alleviation in Kosovo.
Published in December
2017, this document
identified the low female
labor force participation
(FLFP) as a constraint
to sustainable economic
growth.

MFK created/
Threshold
Agreement
between MCC and
Government of
Kosovo signed
The U.S Government's
Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC)
and the Government of
the Republic of Kosovo
signed a $49 million
Threshold Program to
spur economic growth
and reduce poverty in
Kosovo. Implemented by
the Millennium Foundation
Kosovo (MFK), this is the
second biggest Threshold
program awarded in the
history of the MCC.

Women X Energy
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2019
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WE Scholarship
recipients start their
studies in Iowa
WE Scholarship
launched

WE Scholarship
winners announced

In February 2019, the
Women in Energy
Program launched
the Women in Energy
Scholarship project.
The launch campaign
featured women leaders
in the energy sector in
Kosovo calling for young
professionals to pursue an
education in the energy
field.

In July 2019, the WE
scholarship program
announced 28 scholarship
recipients. This event
was attended by the
recipients and their
families, as well as
former US Congressional
Representative Elliot
Engel, who addressed and
awarded the scholarships
himself.

On August 6th, 2019,
28 women and girls
from 13 municipalities
in Kosovo began their
studies at DMACC
University in Iowa, USA.
They were accompanied
by MFK’s Coordinator
for WE Internships and
Scholarships Gresa
Statovci, as well as by
former MFK Energy
Specialist, Vigan Perani.
At the Des Moines Airport,
they were greeted by
Rob Denson, the dean of
DMACC.

WE Scholarship
recipients start their
internships and
work study positions
in Iowa
In September, 2019, all
of the 28 scholarship
recipients started their
work positions with the
university and energy
sector companies in Des
Moines. This professional
engagement was part
of their study curricula,
offering the WE scholars
experiences in Solar
Energy, Energy Auditing,
Wind Turbine Engineering,
Powerplant Engineering,
Renewable Energy, Tool &
Die, and Welding.

WE Internships
launched
The WE Internship
program was launched
in January, 2020.
Initially, interested host
companies/institutions
in the energy sector were
invited to complete an
expression of interest
about the internship
positions they had
available. Approximately
75 positions were opened
and 700 women showed
interest in becoming WE
interns.

WE Internships:
1st Cohort during
COVID-19
As the pandemic
COVID-19 hit, the
internship positions
were switched to online
experiences. The first
10-intern cohort started
in September, 2020 and
finished in February, 2021.

Women X Energy
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WE Internships:
1st Cohort during
COVID-19
As the pandemic
COVID-19 hit, the
internship positions
were switched to online
experiences. The first
10-intern cohort started
in September, 2020 and
finished in February, 2021.

WEE Business
Acceleration
Program application
opened
Women in Energy
Entrepreneurs (WEE)
Program began with the
Business Acceleration
Program (BAP). In
October 2020, MFK
launched the Business
Acceleration Program for
women-owned businesses
eligible for SMART grants.

WEE Business
Acceleration
Program winners
announced
In a process made
difficult by 72 strong
candidates, 20 applicants
were selected through a
competitive and a detailed
vetting process. The
winners were announced
at the beginning of
November.

WEE Business
Acceleration
Program sessions
held
The coaching program
commenced shortly
after the winners were
announced in November
2020 and lasted
for six months. The
program started with
group workshops and
continued with one-oneone coaching on topics
including finance, HR,
marketing, and more.

SMART grants
launched
The SMART grants,
designed for more
mature women-owned
companies with five or
more employees, were
announced in early
December 2020. To
support applicants, MFK
held online workshops on
the application process
as well as on examples
of energy efficiency
investments in various
industry sectors.

WE Scholarship
recipients finish
their studies in Iowa
26 scholarship recipients
successfully finished their
studies. They returned
to Kosovo in May 2021.
Today, 87% of them are
employed, with six working
through the WE Internship
Program.
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WEE SIMPLE
grants launched

WEE SMART
winners announced

WEE ADVANCED
winners announced

All 196 applications
were vetted in great
detail, including personal
interviews with all
applicants that fulfilled
the basic eligibility criteria
and had submitted
complete documentation.
The final 60 winners were
announced on 15th May
2021.

All 218 applications
were vetted in great
detail, including personal
interviews with all
applicants that fulfilled
the basic eligibility criteria
and had submitted
complete documentation.
The final 114 winners were
announced on 22nd and
23rd May 2021.

The pilot phase of
the SIMPLE grants,
designed for start-up
companies that were
either unregistered or
established less than one
year ago, were announced
on 10th May 2021.
During this pilot phase,
companies from nine
selected municipalities
were able to apply. To
support applicants, MFK
held workshops on the
application process as well
as on examples of energy
efficiency investments in
all of nine municipalities.

WEE ADVANCED
grants signed
All grant contracts
with group ADVANCED
beneficiaries were signed
between July-September
2021, after discussions
with each beneficiary

WE Internships:
2nd Cohort
As soon as COVID-19
regulations were eased,
the WE internship
program opened 70 new
positions in June 2021.
The 2nd Cohort was
completed in January
2022.

WEE
SMART grants
signed
Each grant contract
required individual
discussions with
beneficiaries. Therefore,
grant contracts
with group SMART
beneficiaries were signed
between June and August
2021.
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WEE SIMPLE
grants signed

WEE SIMPLE
winners announced
WE Internships:
3rd Cohort

WE Internships:
4th Cohort

An additional 35 positions
opened in August 2021,
and the cohort was
completed in March 2022.

On November 25, 25 new
positions were opened.
This cohort will be
completed in June 2022.

All 821 applications
were vetted in great
detail, including personal
interviews with shortlisted
applicants. The final 214
winners were announced
in Mid-November 2021.

The grant contracts
were signed between
mid-November and the
end of 2021. Between
January and March
2022, all beneficiaries
of the SIMPLE group
participated in a business
and EHS training
workshop; some registered
their businesses, which
was a condition of the
grant contract.

WE Internships:
5th Cohort
For the last cohort, 95
internship positions
were opened in January
2022. The initial WE
Internship target of 200
was surpassed, with 235
interns working over the
duration of the program.
The Cohort will be
completed by September
2022.
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WE aimed
for activities
with a fast and
measurable
impact on
women’s lives
Interview with
Jozefina Cutura, Director of Gender and Social Inclusion, MCC
Violeta Rexha, Gender and Social Inclusion Specialist, MFK

We heard directly from the women in Kosovo.
Their priorities were economic opportunities and jobs.
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Both of you have been helping the Government of
Kosovo during the planning of both the Threshold
and Compact agreements: what were the specific
Kosovan challenges that influenced the activities
implemented by the Millennium Foundation Kosovo
under Women in Energy program?
Jozefina

Violeta

During our early analysis and program
development, the very low labor force
participation rate among women
in Kosovo emerged as a critical
concern. Data on women’s workforce
participation showed the country to
be an outlier not only in its region, but
in the world. We realized early on that
we had to be intentional and design
specific activities to ensure women
would economically benefit from
MCC’s investments. Once we narrowed
down the focus of our investments to
the energy sector, our analysis showed
that women made up just about 7% of
employees in that industry.

You need a mix of different interventions at
different stages of a woman’s trajectory to break
often-entrenched social norms, expectations
and traditional attitudes. Having a very strong
outreach component to the program was also key
to increase support and interest.

Violeta

When it comes to scholarships, 28 Kosovan women
went to live for two years in Iowa. We know that
the COVID crisis unfolded in the midst of their
studies. With some distance since these women
graduated, what do you think went right and what
are the lessons learned from the program? Should
we promote more such academic exchanges and
opportunities abroad for Kosovan women?
Jozefina

Our initial goal was to send just five
women abroad through the scholarship
program, but interest was so high
that we dramatically expanded the
program. The program kicked off
with much excitement among all
the partners, and of course from
the women themselves. But Covid
introduced many challenges, from
fears for women’s health and safety to
concerns about whether the program
could even be completed due to the
pandemic. It was a very difficult time
because we felt a great amount of
responsibility in a very uncertain and
rapidly evolving situation.

Violeta

Despite all the challenges, the
program was a huge success. The
women are back in Kosovo now, and
over 90% of the graduates have
jobs. This is an exceptionally positive
track record, which shows that the
right combination of training and
opportunity will yield really encouraging
results.

Throughout the consultations,
stakeholders made clear they were
less interested in high level policy or
planning support. They prioritized
activities that would have a direct, fast
and measurable impact on women.
This was the basis for developing the
Women in Energy program.

How did MFK and MCC decide on the best tools and
methods to advance gender and social inclusion,
especially in the energy sector?
Jozefina

the internship program creates
opportunities for women in their final
year of studies or as recent university
graduates; and energy efficiency
financing supports a wide range of
women-owned businesses.

In addition to research and analysis
on gender and labor market trends,
consultations and stakeholder input
were key tools. We heard directly from
the women in Kosovo. Their priorities
were economic opportunities and jobs.
We also heard from energy sector
employers. Contrary to expectations
that they would be biased against
women, they were very interested in
welcoming female employees. We also
relied on a growing amount of global
experience and best practices for
advancing women’s representation in a
non-traditional sector like energy. This
evidence indicates that you need a mix
of different interventions at different
stages of a woman’s trajectory to
break often-entrenched social norms,
expectations and traditional attitudes.
Having a very strong outreach
component to the program was also
key to increase support and interest.
This is how we ended up with a
diverse set of activities: the WiSci
camp targets women at the high
school level; the scholarship program
offers skills training at a college level;

WE Scholarships received very strong support from
high-ranking officials in both the US and Kosovo: the
Governor of Iowa and President of Kosovo launched
the program in Des Moines, the Chairman of the
Foreign Affairs Committee opened the call itself
for women to apply in Kosovo, and US Senators
and Congressional Representatives endorsed the
program. How have you managed to engage such
strong support for a relatively new initiative?
Violeta

I believe this was a very compelling
initiative for US and Kosovo leaders
because it addresses two interrelated
issues that are important to
Kosovo: women’s empowerment
and economic development. This
idea resonated particularly well
in the energy sector, which has
such low rates of employment for
Kosovar women. Until this program,
our collective understanding of
the relationship between women’s
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economic empowerment and the
energy sector in Kosovo had been
very limited. Ultimately, the WE
Scholarship program provided a new
lens for thinking about inclusion and
development in Kosovo.
The grants program called Women in Energy
Entrepreneurs provided financial support for
women-owned businesses. How successful were you
in identifying these businesses when official data
show a very low level of registered women-owned
businesses in Kosovo?
Jozefina

Violeta

As with all the interventions we
pursued through the Women in Energy
program, we were surprised by the
high level of interest among women
entrepreneurs in the grants program.
Because women in Kosovo constitute
just 10% of all business owners, many
thought we would not be able to
identify enough women entrepreneur
partners. Our initial target goal for
this program was to work with 100
women-owned businesses. Ultimately,
we ended up supporting over 400.
We believe this was because the
intervention was targeted to provide
the kind of support that women really
needed. MFK/GFA also partnered
with a well-established national
NGO to work with harder to reach
groups, including micro-enterprises
in rural settings and minority-owned
businesses.
It was very important for the program
to support a combination of large
businesses, small businesses, and
micro-entrepreneurs. This approach
captured the diversity of women’s
business activity and distinct business
needs, while also allowing us to support
minority-owned businesses.

What do you hope will be the long term impact of the
grants disbursed through WEE?
Violeta

Our grants supported women
entrepreneurs to invest in energy
efficiency and to upgrade their
businesses with advanced technology
solutions. While improving energy
efficiency was the primary direct
objective of this program, we are
also hoping that these investments
will help women’s businesses become
more cost effective, allowing them to
expand their operations and hire more
women employees. This is supported
by studies showing that investing in
women entrepreneurs generates a
multiplicative effect which improves
outcomes for broader communities.
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One of the main concerns for Kosovo citizens is
unemployment, but there is also a very significant
challenge in that many industries are unable to meet
their demand for qualified staff. What are some of
the lessons you learned from the Women in Energy
Internship program in bridging this demand mismatch
between those seeking employment and the
companies and institutions seeking good employees?
Jozefina

One key lesson is that it is important
to provide targeted training and skill
development that is aligned with
employer priorities For women, it
is also crucial to get a foot in the
door through practical experiences
in industries in which they are
underrepresented. For women in
Kosovo, while lack of jobs is one part of
the problem, there is also a mismatch
between socialized expectations for
the type of career a woman should
pursue versus the reality of what jobs
are actually available and growing,
what skills sets are in demand, and
what will pay well and lead to a good
career.

Violeta

We also learned that it is important
to not only support women to enter
these types of careers, but also to
address some continued employer-side
issues, such as improved recruitment
approaches to increase female
hiring, gender-friendly facilities, and
workplace policies. We will support
such initiatives through the upcoming
compact.

There is a big gender gap in the energy sector.
What is the sustainable way of bridging this gap
and helping more women access more and better
employment positions in the sector?
Violeta

Kosovo is in the middle of an energy
transition, moving away from carbon
intensive production toward cleaner
energy sources. As this transition
accelerates and increases opportunities
for jobs in areas like renewable energy,
it will be an excellent opportunity to
address the gender imbalance in the
sector. Many of the women we have
worked with under the Threshold
program were especially interested in
these types of opportunities, and they
are well positioned to take advantage
of and be part of this transition.
Kosovo is currently also developing a
new strategy for the energy sector.
This too is an opportunity to explicitly
acknowledge gender inequality in the
industry and consider how it can be
addressed through specific planning
and policy efforts.

MCC and Kosovo Government are preparing to
launch a Compact agreement where women’s skills
and workforce development take a significant role.
How important was the experience in Women in
Energy for shaping this new program, and more
broadly for greater gender inclusion in Kosovo’s
economy?
Jozefina

The experience from the Women in
Energy program was critical in shaping
Compact interventions to support
gender and skills building in the energy
sector. Based on the track record of
the Threshold program, we know now
that there is a significant demand
and interest among both women and
employers in supporting women’s
improved engagement in energy sector
employment. The high employment
rate among women graduates is also
showing us that targeted training,
skills building, and job experience
can be effective in increasing female
employment. The great success of
the Women in Energy program has
helped make an easy argument for
continuing to invest in women in
energy. The Compact will build upon
these investments by increasing the
scale, focus and funding for a range of
activities.
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Scholarship
Program

With support from MCC and the Des
Moines Area Community College
(DMACC), MFK created the Women
in Energy Scholars program in 2017.
This program provided comprehensive
technical education and practical training
to 26 women from 13 different Kosovo
municipalities at DMACC in Iowa, USA.
Women in Energy Scholars were selected in
a highly competitive process for a two—year
study program in energy-related fields.
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Throughout this two-year period,
WE Scholars had opportunities to grow
professionally, meet new people, and be
exposed to different cultures and ideas.
Importantly, they developed their practical
skills and gained knowledge which has
prepared them for success in the Kosovo
labor market. Their studies at DMACC
focused on hands-on interactive education
and training through advanced technology
and laboratory work.
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Upon graduation, WE Scholars were awarded
Associate Degrees in technical fields that are
already adding immense value to Kosovo’s energy
sector. This group of women earned degrees in
fields like Wind Technology, Renewable Energy,
Solar Technology, Power Plant Technology,
Manufacturing, Electrical, Construction Trades,
Water and Wastewater Tech, Tool and Die, and
Information Technology.
Ultimately, this cohort of girls has broken
through gender bias in the classroom and is now
succeeding in Kosovo’s labor market. 90% of WE
Scholars are now employed in Kosovo’s energy
sector, and these women will apply the lessons
learned at DMACC as they emerge as leaders of
Kosovo’s transitioning energy economy.
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July 6, 2019
Transcript of
the speech by
Former Honorary
Representative
of the US
Congress
Elliot Engel
at the Women
in Energy Scholarship
award ceremony
in Prishtina.
Twitter: @RepEliotEngel
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July 6, 2019
Transcript of the
speech by the United
States Senator from
Iowa Joni Ernst,
showed at the
Women
in Energy
Scholarship
award ceremony
in Prishtina.

Twitter: @SenJoniErnst

Hon Rep Eliot Engel, former Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the US House of Representatives,
awarded the 28 scholarships to Kosovar women—recipients of the Women in Energy Scholarship Program.

The event took place on July 6, 2018 in Prishtina, Kosovo.

↑ The 28 scholarship recipients traveled to Iowa, USA in September 2018. They were accompanied
by MFK's Gresa Statovci and Vigan Perani.

The scholars were awarded two-year fully funded associate degrees to study technology, science, math and electrical engineering at Des
Moines Iowa Community College (DMACC) ↓

↑ Their studies at DMACC focused on hands-on interactive education and training through advanced technology and laboratory work.

↑ In September 2019, MFK and MCC teams, as well as the former President of Kosovo Hashim Thaci and Governor of Iowa Kim Reynolds,
were hosted by Des Moines Area Community College DMACC in a special inaugural event of the #WE / Women in Energy Scholarship
Program.

In May, 2021, 26 WE scholars graduated from DMACC with Associated Degrees.

The fields of study included: Wind Technology, Renewable Energy, Solar Technology, Power Plant Technology, Manufacturing, Electrical,
Construction Trades, Water and Wastewater Tech, Tool and Die, and Information Technology.

MFK hosted a reception to welcome back returning graduates who participated in the Women in Energy Scholarship Program.

In attendance were 26 graduates who recently returned to Kosovo after completing a two-year, fully-funded associate degree program
at Des Moines Area Community College (DMACC) in energy-related fields.
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The next chapter in the Kosovo–Iowa book remains to be
written. Based on our experience with MFK, we are already
gearing up for more educational partnerships in Kosovo to
diversify our work and broaden our horizons of bilateral
cooperation.

The marvels of seeing WE
alumni learn to become the
leaders of the energy sector
in Kosovo
The partnership between Millennium Foundation Kosovo
(MFK) and Des Moines Area Community College (DMACC)
is one of our proudest moments when it comes to the
beautiful story of Kosovo and Iowa.
Our college, one of the biggest in this part of the USA, had
been looking to support Kosovo ever since the Sister State
agreement between Kosovo and Iowa was signed in the
early 2010’s. At DMACC, we understood that education
was a crucially important issue for Kosovans due to the
state of Kosovo’s educational infrastructure after the
terrible war.
Ultimately, this led us to our collaboration with Millennium
Foundation Kosovo and Millennium Challenge Corporation
(MCC) leadership. Our goal was to support some of the
exceptional women of Kosovo to obtain high quality, handson education and practical experience in the energy sector
that could be useful as Kosovo continued to develop.
Our team at DMACC developed a special curriculum for
MFK’s Women in Energy Scholarship program, which
focused on helping this cohort of women attain the right
combination of academic knowledge, work experience,
and social exposure to the American way of life. The State
of Iowa has a large, diverse, and innovative energy sector,
so from the outset we looked to tap into this business
landscape to offer MFK and MCC a program that would
help Kosovars get the best value for their investment.
MFK and MCC came back to us with lots of creative ideas,
and in the end we entered into a partnership supported by
the highest levels of government here in Iowa and Kosovo.
Our partnership was endorsed by Senators representing
Iowa in Washington DC, and by the President of the
Republic of Kosovo in Prishtina.

Political support notwithstanding, the best thing about
this partnership was the actual results: 26 Kosovar
women received their degrees in Iowa. Many of them had
their first ever experiences living abroad, all of them had
the opportunity to work as interns and earn additional
income, and every one of them succeeded in developing as
independent thinkers. It was marvelous to see the Women
in Energy alumni develop their skills and I look forward
to seeing them in the future as they become leaders of
Kosovo’s energy sector.
DMACC’s partnership with MFK was exemplary, from
the very technical discussions on the type of courses
designed best for the Kosovan women, to the financial
and administrative issues, to the higher-level outreach and
engagement. Petrit and his team—Gresa, Violeta, Anila,
Rina, and many more—worked hand-in-hand with DMACC’s
entire team and provided us with valuable insights about
development throughout the process. We appreciate that
education is certainly crucial, and that inclusive education
and opening doors to women in the economy and society is
fundamental to every nation’s success.
The next chapter in the Kosovo–Iowa book remains to
be written. Based on our experience with MFK, we are
already gearing up for more educational partnerships in
Kosovo to diversify our work and broaden our horizons of
bilateral cooperation. At DMACC, we will always recall the
experience we had in working with MFK on one of the most
innovative and successful scholarship programs we’ve seen.
Lives were changed, and both of our nations will benefit.

Robert J. Denson, J.D.
President, Des Moines Area Community College
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May 1, 2021
Transcript of
the speech by
President of the
Republic of Kosovo
Vjosa Osmani,
given during
the Women
in Energy
Scholars’ graduation
ceremony at
DMACC, Iowa.
Twitter: @VjosaOsmaniPRKS
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The culmination of my academic trajectory was
when I was selected an MFK Women in Energy
Scholarship Recipient.
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An early career
success story in
the energy sector
in Kosovo
Before I even started primary school, I knew that
I had an affinity for numbers. Throughout my
childhood, I would spend hours every day working
through hard math exercises just because I enjoyed
the challenge. By the time I got to high school, I
was confident that I wanted to pursue an electrical
engineering degree, so I put all my efforts into
preparing for a rigorous university program.
In October 2011 I began my undergraduate studies
in power systems at Hasan Prishtina University, in
the Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering.
During this period I faced many challenges, but I
also had the opportunity to learn and develop my
capacity as an electrical engineer. Both the Ministry
of Education and my municipality awarded me
scholarships for successfully finishing every year of
my studies. In April 2015, I graduated and received
the title Bachelor of Electrical Engineering Sciences.
During my last year of undergraduate studies I was
part of the first generation of the KEDS Academy,
which gave me an introduction to the professional
world of engineering. Through lectures and internship
opportunities, the KEDS Academy helped me
understand how things really work in the field. After
nine months as an intern, in April 2015 I was awarded
the position of Midterm Trading Expert at KESCO. I
worked at KESCO until the end of July 2019, when I
left to attend DMACC.
While I was working full time at KESCO, I managed
to start my graduate studies in power engineering.
As one of the best students in my program, I was
awarded a scholarship to attend my last semester of
graduate school in Norway as an exchange student.
I studied Sustainable Manufacturing with a focus
on renewable energy in the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology. I finished my graduate
studies in July 2018, when I successfully defended my
thesis on load balancing.
However, the culmination of my academic trajectory
was when I was selected an MFK Women in Energy

Scholarship Recipient and moved to Iowa in August
2019 to study Applied Engineering Technology
at DMACC. This period of my life was not only
full of adventures and joy, but also crucial for my
professional development. The DMACC approach to
learning, which revolved around lab opportunities and
practical knowledge, was really useful for me. There,
I had the chance to learn more about wind turbines
and how they work on a daily basis as an intern in the
Wind Turbine Laboratory.
The warm welcome and support we received
every day from people in and outside campus was
fantastic. With our commitment and hard work
as Women in Energy Scholars, my colleagues and
I helped put Kosovo on the map; people who knew
nothing about Kosovo two years ago are now making
plans to visit us someday! Now that it has been
almost a year since we returned to Kosovo, I look
back on my time in the United States as one of the
most amazing experiences I have ever had. Because
of my professional development in Iowa, my former
employer at KESCO offered me a promotion. Now I
am the Head of Energy Planning, where I deal with
consumption forecasts, energy balance, and energy
trading.
The support for women in the energy sector in
Kosovo is increasing every day, as many institutions
and organizations are providing training and
internship opportunities. The MFK Women in Energy
Scholars program is a great example for other girls
that want to be part of this sector and help Kosovo
develop by doing what they love. Together, I’m
confident that we can make Kosovo more efficient
and green oriented!

Alketa Sahiti
Head of Energy Planning at KESKO
Initially a Women in Energy Scholarship recipient
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A—
Arbesa Nikaj comes from Drenas
and holds a Bachelor’s Degree in
Electrical Engineering from the
University of Prishtina. She became
a Women in Energy Scholar to
expand her knowledge of the energy
sector, and she graduated from
DMACC with a degree in Power
Plant Technology, Applied Eng. She
is currently working as an Electrical
Engineering Intern at KOSTT.
Favorite book:
The Ring by Danielle Steel
Favorite working tool:
Screwdriver Tester

Albiona Lalinovci, from Ferizaj,
graduated from the University
of Prishtina with a BA in Power
Engineering. As a Women in Energy
Scholar, she graduated from DMACC
with a degree in Power Plant
Technology and Applied Engineering.
Currently, Albiona has a regular
contract working as a Coordinator
for Renewable Energy Sources
at KEDS JSC. She loves being in
nature, capturing skies, painting, and
reading.

Arda Rugji, from Prizren, is a
student at the Rochester Institute
of Technology (RIT) University in
Prishtina. With a lifelong passion
for engineering, she graduated
as a Women in Energy Scholar
from DMACC with a degree in
Information Technology. Currently,
she works at i-APS as a content
creator and promoter.

Favorite book:
The Count of Monte Cristo by
Alexandre Dumas

Favorite working tool:
Measuring Tape

Favorite book:
Never Let Me Go by Kazuo Ishiguro

These are the 26 Women in Energy
graduates from the Des Moines
Community College, USA. They
have now returned to Kosovo and
over 90% of them are working as
energy experts in the energy sector
in Kosovo.

Favorite book:
The Museum of Innocence
by Orhan Pamuk

Anda Kukaj, from Prizren, holds
a Bachelor’s degree from the
Faculty of Electrical and Computer
Engineering at the University of
Prishtina. She graduated as a
Women in Energy Scholar with a
degree in Power Plant Technology
from DMACC. She currently works as
a Power Engineer at Elen.
Favorite book:
The Alchemist by
Paulo Coelho
Favorite working tool:
Screwdriver

Favorite working tool:
Pencil

Favorite working took:
Pliers

B—

Alketa Sahiti, from Gllogoc, has
a graduate degree in Electrical
Engineering from the University of
Prishtina. Her desire to learn, grow
and be an example to other young
women inspired her to become
a Women in Energy Scholar. She
graduated with a degree in Power
Plant Technology, Applied Eng. from
DMACC. Currently, Alketa serves
as the Head of Energy Planning at
Kesco.

Blerona Rexhaj, from Istog
Municipality, graduated from the
University of Prishtina with a degree
in Mechanical Engineering and a
concentration in Renewable Energy
Systems. She studied Power Plant
Technology as a Women in Energy
Scholar at DMACC. Currently,
she has a regular contract as
a Mechanical Engineer at ALBArchitect.
Favorite book:
Energy and CivilizationA history by Vaclav Smil
Favorite tools:
Screwdriver and wrench

Buna Perteshani, from Gjakova, is a
student at the Rochester Institute
of Technology (RIT) University
in Prishtina. She has played an
important role in multiple projects
at the BONEVET Makerspace.
Her passion for machines and
manufacturing inspired her to
participate in the Women in Energy
Scholars program, where she
graduated from DMACC with a
degree in Industrial Manufacturing
(Manufacturing, Tool and Die).
Currently, Buna is an intern at
Bonevet, Prishtina.
Favorite Book:
Sara’s Key by Tatiana
de Rosnay
Favorite working tool:
Screwdriver

D—

Anita Maloku, from Prishtina, holds
a degree in Renewable Energy from
the University of Prishtina. She has
loved nature and science since she
was young, which inspired her to
participate in the Women in Energy
Scholars program. She graduated
with a degree in Energy Efficiency
from DMACC, and is currently
working as an intern at Jaha Solar.
Favorite book:
The Kite Runner by
Khaled Hosseini
Favorite working tool:
Drill

Diella Shabani comes from Gjilan
and holds a master’s degree in
Architecture. She participated in the
Women in Energy Scholars program
to learn more about the relationship
between energy and climate change.
She received a degree in Energy
Efficiency from DMACC and is
currently working at GFA-HPC as
the HER leader assistant.
Favorite book:
Sapients, A Brief History
of Humankind
by Yuval Noah Harari
Favorite working tool:
Tape measure
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Erza Gashi, from Mitrovica, holds
a Bachelor’s Degree in Business
Administration and a Master’s
Degree in Logistics and Supply Chain
from the University of Sheffield. She
became a Women in Energy Scholar
to broaden her knowledge and bring
back more experience and expertise
to her country. Erza graduated with
a degree in Cyber Security from
DMACC, and is currently working
as Cloud Security Consultant at
Celonis.
Favorite book:
Emotional Intelligence
by Daniel Goleman
Favorite working tool:
Pliers

Engjëlla Halili, from Gjilan, is
currently a student of Electrical
Engineering at University of
Prishtina. Her passion for solar
energy inspired her to become a
Women in Energy Scholar. Engjëlla
graduated from DMACC with a
degree in Solar Technology and is
now an Electrical Engineering intern
at Fitorja shpk.
Favorite book:
Anna Karenina by Leo Tolstoy
Favorite working tool:
Magnetic tools

F—

Erza Rama, from Prishtina, is
a student of Efficient Energy
Engineering at the University of
Business and Technology. She
became a Women in Energy Scholar
to contribute to Kosovo’s energy
sector and economic development.
Erza graduated from DMACC with
a degree in Wind Technology and
currently has a regular contract as
a Customer Care Analyst at KESCO
J.S.C.
Favorite book:
The Secret by Rhonda Byrne
Favorite working tool:
Cordless Power Drill
and Jigsaw

Erza Zogu, from Prishtina, has a
Bachelor’s Degree in Applied Arts
and Sciences from the Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT).
Erza has always been interested
in science, and as a Women in
Energy Scholar she graduated from
DMACC with a degree in Wind
Technology. Additionally, she was
granted the first place award in the
‘’Great Debaters’’ competition and
Leadership Program, and was also
awarded as a professional skier from
the Ski Federation of the Republic of
Kosovo. Erza is currently working in a
Tech Support role at Sonnecto.

Egzona Tahiri, from Gjakova, has an
Engineering Chemistry Bachelor’s
degree from the University of
Prishtina. Her curiosity about science
is deep-rooted and extensive.
Egzona graduated from DMACC
as a Women in Energy Scholar with
a degree in Wind Technology. She
currently works as a High School
Chemistry Teacher at the American
School of Kosovo.

Elna Eshrefi, from Ferizaj, is a
student of Energy Policy at the
Rochester Institute of Technology
Kosovo. She has been interested
in the energy sector and climate
change since she was young. She
graduated as a Women in Energy
Scholar with a degree in Solar
Technology from DMACC. Currently,
she works as an executive assistant
at the Oxford Property Group.

Favorite book:
Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under The Sea
by Jules Verne

Favorite book:
Eat, Prat, Love
by Elizabeth Gilbert

Favorite book:
The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho

Favorite working tool:
Level

Favorite working tool:
Screwdriver

Favorite working tool:
Drill

Fjolla Fazliu, from Prishtina, holds a
Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical Power
Engineering. She also attended
a summer school at Hochschule
Ansbach on Applied Photovoltaics.
During this program, she developed
a passion for work in the solar energy
industry and “learning by doing.” As
a Women in Energy Scholar, Fjolla
graduated from DMACC with a
degree in Renewable Energy. She
currently works as an Assistant
Advisor to the Minister of Economy.
Favorite book:
Crime and Punishment
by Dostoevsky
Favorite working tool:
Multimeter

Fjolla Kosumi, from Gjilan, holds
a Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical
Engineering with a concentration
in Renewable Energy Resources
from the University of Prishtina.
As a Women in Energy Scholar,
she graduated from DMACC with
a degree in Renewable Energy.
Currently, Fjolla is working at Elen as
a Solar Engineer.

M—

Mirela Shala, from Decan, holds
a Bachelor’s degree in Computer
Engineering from the University
of Prishtina. She has always been
interested in the energy sector,
and graduated from DMACC as a
Women in Energy Scholar with a
degree in Information Technology.
She currently works as an RPA
Developer at Elba Technology.

Favorite book:
When Breath Becomes Air
by Paul Kalanithi

Favorite book:
The Last Lecture By Jeffrey Zaslow
and Randy Pausch

Favorite working tool:
Drill

Favorite working tool:
Multimeter
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Pranverë Sadiku, from Lipjan, holds
a Bachelor’s Degree in Ecology and
Environmental Protection from
‘’Hasan Prishtina’’ University of
Prishtina. She has a lifelong desire
to make the world a better place
through renewable energy. As a
Women in Energy Scholar, Pranvera
graduated from DMACC with a
degree in Water and Wastewater
Tech. She currently works as a
Customer Service Specialist at
Radix.

Q—

Qëndresë Nasufi, from Presheva,
holds a Bachelor’s Degree in
Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Prishtina. Qendresa
became a Women in Energy Scholar
to improve Kosovo’s energy sector,
and graduated from DMACC with a
degree in Manufacturing, Tool, and
Die.

R—

Favorite book:
Uncle Goriot by Honore de Balzak

Favorite book:
Elon Musk by Ashlee Vance

Favorite working tool:
Screwdriver

Favorite working tool:
Wrench

Favorite book:
The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle

Ronita Murseli, from Ferizaj, became
a Women in Energy Scholar due
to her lifelong passion for learning
and science. She graduated from
DMACC with a degree in Power
Plant Technology, Applied Eng. and
is currently working as a Real Estate
Executive Assistant.

Favorite working tool:
Sledgehammer

T—

Tringë Kastrati, from Prishtina, is a
graduate of Economics & Statistics,
Management & Entrepreneurship,
and International Relations from
Rochester Institute of Technology
(RIT) Kosovo. Tringa became a
Women in Energy Scholar so she
could work towards improving
Kosovo’s energy sector. She
graduated from DMACC with a
degree in Information Technology
Field and currently has a regular
contract as a Customer Support
Manager at Radix Software Inc.
Favorite book:
Blood on My Hands by Craig Jurisevic
Favorite working tool:
Screwdriver

Tringa Osmani, from Fushe Kosovë,
holds a Master’s Degree in Analytical
and Environmental Chemistry with
experience in fuel quality control.
The Women in Energy Scholarship
program inspired Tringa to pursue a
career focused on water and energy
security. Tringa graduated from
DMACC with a degree in Water and
Wastewater Tech. Currently, Tringa
works as a Quality Assurance Officer
at TREPHARM.
Favorite book:
Quiet by Susan Cain
Favorite working tool:
Tape measure

V—

Vesa Xërxa, from Gjakova, is a
student of Mechatronics at the
University of Prishtina. She became
interested in the energy sector as
a young environmental advocate
inspired to work towards a greener
future. As a Women in Energy
Scholar, Vesa graduated from
DMACC with a degree in Solar
Technology.
Favorite book:
A thousand Splendid Suns
by Khalid Hosseini
Favorite working tool:
Vernier scale

Vlera Shkodra, from Prishtina,
became a Women in Energy Scholar
to change stereotypes about women
in the energy sector and other maledominated fields. She graduated
form DMACC with a degree in
Information Technology. She is
currently self-employed as the CEO
of Fenity LLC.
Favorite book:
David Walliams books
Favorite working tool:
Computer
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Entrepreneurship
Program

Women in Energy Entrepreneurship Program
(WEE) supported women entrepreneurs with
technical assistance and financial incentives to
help grow their business.
The WEE Program started with The Business
Acceleration Program (BAP) in which 20 Kosovar
women-owned entrepreneurs, selected in a
competitive process, attended a 6 month Business
Acceleration Program. The program provided
women entrepreneurs with a personalized
business coaching and mentoring program.
BAP was followed by launching calls for grants
from Women in Energy Entrepreneurs (WEE)
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The WEE program disbursed three types of
grants to help women entrepreneurs invest in
energy efficiency measures to enable them to grow
their businesses through a more efficient use of
energy.
SMART, ADVANCED and SIMPLE were the three
WEE components, which consisted of technical
assistance and financial grants for investments
in machinery, equipment, renewable energy
technologies and building-related energy-saving
measures.
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WEE—SMART grant consisted of financial
support from €10,000 up to €135,000 for
investments in machinery, equipment, renewable
energy technologies and building-related
energy-saving measures.
WEE—ADVANCED consisted of financial grants of
up to €10,000 for investments in small machinery,
equipment, and renewable energy technologies.
WEE—SIMPLE was designed for new businesses
with bright ideas, very limited funds, or for
founders who are socially less advantaged.
The maximum grant was €3000, and includes
a 15% contribution from applicants.
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Our mission was to help women entrepreneurs
grow their businesses by enabling them to use
energy more efficiently.
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Women in Kosovo
give rise to a
new definition of
‘Enterprising’
When I accepted responsibility for the Women in
Energy component of MFK’s energy efficiency grant
program, I embarked on a journey of surprises and
wonder. While I knew that there were impressive
Kosovo women founders who have built successful
enterprises—look at Magic Ice, Koha, Company 21
or Albina Dyla—I had no idea that highly inspired
women entrepreneurs could be found at every level
of the economy given the poor statistics on women in
Kosovo’s labor force.
Looking at the existing statistics on women-owned
businesses in Kosovo, my expectations for finding
suitable companies and projects were not high.
However, it ultimately became clear to me that while
women entrepreneurs in Kosovo are visible if you
look, many fly “under the radar.” My initial worries
about outreach and interest proved to be unfounded.
While women entrepreneurs in Kosovo may “fly
under the radar,” they also “fly in a group.” There are
some official women’s networks, but many women
entrepreneurs are extremely well-connected via
informal networks, and they all seem to know each
other. Ultimately, we received 1,307 applications, and
the vast majority of these women not only owned
and ran their own businesses, but truly “lived” them.
Our mission was to help women entrepreneurs grow
their businesses by enabling them to use energy more
efficiently. Applicants represented many different
industries: we saw school owners, beauticians, berry
growers, fine chocolate makers, furniture producers,
sustainable energy consultants, restaurateurs, food
producers, hotel owners, high fashion founders, and
mass media owners. The age range of applicants was
as wide as the business activities.
For me, it was an honor helping these inspiring
women of Kosovo find the right solutions for their
needs.

To help them find the right intervention, my team
facilitated workshops where we discussed different
kinds of solutions. My personal favorite moment
was when one applicant told me that she had
only participated out of general interest but had
not expected any solution that could help her
pharmaceutical retail business. She described her
personal “aha!” moment to me, when she realized
that she could reduce her energy costs with simple
solutions that would free up capital to invest in
expanding her business.
The most fascinating aspect of this project for me
was listening to the stories and learning about the
different trajectories and plans for the hundreds
of women we interviewed during the application
process. These women were tenacious and incredibly
hard workers; they could not rely on family money
when they started and could not afford to pay
nannies or helpers to take care of their children while
they grew their businesses. Almost all of them had
serious family obligations—one of our applicants even
asked us if we could start wrapping up the interview
because she was about to give birth!
The essence of how all of these women founded
and grew their businesses can be summarized best
as “I had a dream…” That is what I will take away
from this project—having the privilege of meeting
hundreds of inspiring women in Kosovo who had a
dream and made it real. To all the women of Kosovo
who we worked with, thank you for sharing your
stories. You are a shining example to the world.
Janna Fortmann
Leader of the Women in Energy Entrepreneurship
Component, SEEK
Twitter: @janna1st

↑ Diba Celina, Fashion Designer, Prizren, WEE Smart Beneficiary ↓

↑ Vjollca Birinxhiku, Rilindja Printing House, Mitrovice, WEE Smart Beneficiary

↑ Yllka Begolli Shehu, Medical Laboratory, Prishtina, WEE Advanced Beneficiary
↓ Rilinda Xhemaili, Tailor Business, Gjilan, WEE Simple Beneficiary

↑ Afërdita Murati, Berry Processing Business, Podujeve, WEE Advanced Beneficiary
↓ Sabrie Bislimi, Event Decoration Business, Podujeve, WEE Advanced Beneficiary

↑ Arzije Mehmeti, Tailor Shop, Fushe Kosova, WEE Simple Beneficiary
↓ Xhylizare Selimi Dushi, Laundry and Cleaning Services, Prishtine, WEE Smart Beneficiary

↑ Agnesa Matoshi, Restaurant, WEE Simple Beneficiary
↓ Aleksandra Aleksic, Food Production, Gracanica, WEE Simple Beneficiary

↑ Besa Thaci, Sweets Shop, Suhareka, WEE Simple Beneficiary
↓ Drita Behrami, Tailoring Business, Fushe Kosova, WEE Simple Beneficiary

↑ Elif Pajaziti, Food Production, Prizren, WEE Simple Beneficiary
↓ Emine Miftari, Tailoring Business, Gjilan, WEE Simple Beneficiary

↑ Fatime Mulliqi, Food Production, Podujeva, WEE Simple Beneficiary
↘ Fatmire Kamerolli, Sweets Shop, Podujeva, WEE Simple Beneficiary

↑ Women entrepreneurs participating in a WEE training program facilitated by MFK and HELP NGO
↓ Majlinda Vitia, Food Production, Fushe Kosova, WEE Simple Beneficiary

↑ MFK has helped build a better workplace for over 60 women entrepreneurs in the food industry,
by supporting them in their efforts to do business, create jobs, and grow. ↓

↑ Burbuqe Pllana, Tailor Shop, Fushe Kosove, WEE Simple Beneficiary
↓ Women entrepreneurs participating in a WEE training program facilitated by MFK and HELP NGO

↑ Sevgjan Ago, Food Production, Fushe Kosova, WEE Simple Beneficiary
↘ Vjosa Zeneli, Food Production, Fushe Kosove, WEE Simple Beneficiary

↑ Adilje Dallku, Kindergarten, Vushtrri, WEE Advanced Beneficiary
↘ Valbonë Shyti, Cow and sheep farm, Mitrovica, WEE Advanced Beneficiary

↑Arbenita Ymeri Rexhepi, Restaurant, Prishtine, WEE Advanced Beneficiary
↑MFK invested around €500.000 in helping over 200 women—owned micro—businesses and startups.

↑↓ Zyrafete Xhemaili, Farm, Prishtina, WEE Smart Beneficiary

↓↑ Besnike Aliaj, Flower shop, Prizren, WEE Advanced Beneficiary

↑ Natyre Muhameti, Tailor Shop, Prizren, WEE Simple Beneficiary
↓ Valbona Petrovci, Elementary Music School "Amadeus”, Prishtina, WEE Advanced Beneficiary

↑↓ Ergyle Curcialo, Tailor Shop, Prizren, WEE Advanced Beneficiary

↑ Valbone Zylfiu, Tailor Shop, Gjilan, WEE Advanced Beneficiary
↑ MFK invested in solar panel solutions for 25 women—owned businesses

↑↓ Flaka Surroi, Koha Group, Media Outlet, Prishtina
WEE Smart Beneficiary

↑ Mirdita Beshiri, Tailor Shop, Podujeva, WEE Simple Beneficiary
↓ Marigona Shala, Auto Clinic, Fushë Kosova, WEE Advanced Beneficiary

↑ Feride Aliaj, Agriculture, Ferizaj, WEE Smart Beneficiary

↑ Shkendije Dobruna, Medical and cosmetic dermatology clinic, Prishtina
↓ Florije Osmani, Tailor Shop, Gracanica, WEE Simple Beneficiary
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Almost 70% of MFK staff are women, and 95% of these women
have university or graduate degrees. I will always cherish
working with these strong women and am grateful for their
determination and drive.

WE is not only
Women in Energy, it is
also us—WE at MFK
When I joined the Millennium Foundation Kosovo, my
immediate responsibilities were to make sure the private
sector was engaged throughout the entire project
implementation cycle. Months later, I took additional duties
in managing a concrete project which was one of the most
interesting and innovative interventions by our foundation
– the Renewable Energy and Finance Facilitation Project.
Through this project, we leveraged a blended finance
system to create a window of bank guarantees for Kosovo
banks. This backing in turn allows banks to deploy capital
into renewable energy and energy efficiency projects. This
project evolved into a multifaceted activity with many
moving parts: our contractors consulted the Kosovo
Credit Guarantee Fund (KCGF) on the features of the
guarantee, risk assessment and product development,
while our outreach team and a local marketing company
launched a campaign to attract women-owned businesses.
Simultaneously, the US Governmental agencies MCC and
International Development Finance Corporation (DFC)
enabled an additional counter-guarantee product to
further de-risk investments for commercial banks and
the KCGF. Lastly, the capital for the guarantee window
was secured by the German state-owned investment and
development bank (KfW).
One of the reasons I’m describing all of these actors
is to show the complexity of the intervention and to
point out how many players were needed to develop a
truly sustainable and innovative tool in the market. But
there is another reason why I’m mentioning the project
components… Behind each of these interventions—and
behind other MFK projects in the energy portfolio, including
Subsidies for Energy Efficiency in Kosovo (SEEK), Women
in Energy Scholarships, and Prishtina HeatSave—the
majority-women MFK team managed coordination, design,
redesign, outreach, procurement, and monitoring and
evaluating for hundreds of sub-activities to ensure that
MFK executed its mission as effectively as possible.
MFK and MCC leadership—and I give special credit to
our CEO Petrit Selimi for the progressive agenda he
championed—made sure that women on the MFK team
had an important role in designing and leading each of our
projects. Ultimately, our organisation was able to create
impactful programs focused on women beneficiaries
because we relied on the knowledge and skills of our female
team members.

While many of the stories in this book will be about women
who developed new tools and new opportunities to become
leaders in Kosovo’s energy sector, this book will also tell the
story of MFK’s Violeta and Gresa managing the gender
inclusion projects; Drita, Nora and myself in the energy
sector; Rina Meta and Rina Abazi creatively managing our
behavioral change and outreach efforts (including this
book!); Anila and Tadi ensuring the MFK administration and
finance operations run smoothly; Arta, as our sole legal
counsel, making sure we are always on firm legal footing;
Genta and Erza measuring and monitoring our projects
as M&E specialists; Sofia and Besa making sure our work
environment is kept at the highest possible standards;
and our Women in Energy interns ensuring we have fresh
inspiration as we moved towards the end of our mandate.
Almost 70% of MFK staff are women, and 95% of these
women have university or graduate degrees. I will always
cherish working with these strong women and am grateful
for their determination and drive. I am so proud to see how
our projects are becoming features of Kosovo’s evolving
economy—including the bank guarantee window I helped
develop. So, on behalf of the women at MFK, one final
message is that WE is not only Women in Energy; it is
also us—We at MFK— who have had the immense joy of
implementing sustainable projects that will continue to
empower Kosovo women in the energy sector and beyond.

Rozafa Ramadani Mavriqi
Private Sector Development Specialist, MFK
Twitter: @RozafaRamadani
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I think STEAM education is key to ensure that Kosovo obtains
its rightful place in a challenging political and social landscape
in today’s Europe.

Empowering women starts
from empowering girls,
and empowerment comes
from the power of knowledge
and education.
My name is Vllaznim Xhiha, and I want to use my segment
of this book to tell you a story. You may have heard similar
stories before, in different times and different countries,
but I think that my version of this story has the possibility
of a different ending—a happy ending for Kosovo, for the
people of Kosovo, and especially for the women of Kosovo.
I worked for almost three decades in Switzerland and I
have to say that I was blessed with both opportunities and
challenges which helped me realize a lot of my goals, meet
good people along the way, and help many more through
hard work. I studied engineering in Zürich and worked on
projects that made me and my team proud across the
continent.
But ultimately, I returned to Kosovo with one aim: to ensure
that we give back to Kosovo some of the drive, some of
the focus, and some of the tools needed to make it a
competitive, inclusive society focused on empowering our
children and youngsters.
Along with a wonderful team in Kosovo, I worked to
establish the “Une e Du Kosovën” foundation and the
BONEVET learning space, which both focus on children’s
development. These efforts started as a small operation
in the rustic town of Gjakova, and have now expanded to
five cities. Every year, our foundations serve thousands of
children through classes ranging from mathematics and
origami to coding and robotics. I think STEAM education
is key (I am an engineer after all!) not only for the sake of
economy, but also to ensure that Kosovo obtains its rightful
place in a very challenging political and social landscape in
today’s Europe.
Naturally, Millennium Foundation Kosovo and Millennium
Challenge Corporation were our allies from the moment
they began operations in Kosovo. Their agenda of meeting
energy and air pollution challenges while also insisting on
gender and social inclusion was in line with our own ethos.
Some of our brightest young alumni managed to obtain
support from MFK and MCC through Women in Energy
Scholarships and DigData Challenge opportunities.

For instance, I remember how BONEVET student Buna
Petreshani converted a fuel-engine car to an electric vehicle
with a team of five other teens and a mentor-engineer
back in 2016. Now, half a decade later she is working for
BONEVET, holds a degree from the US, and has developed
vast experience by participating in the MFK Women in
Energy Scholarship program. We also have many interns
working with us from MFK’s Women in Energy Internship
program, and they are all doing a fantastic job.
I must also mention the team behind “Frymo,” an airpollution application and hardware solution developed by
a team of Kosovo girls and boys. Its founders created an
entire ecosystem of hardware and software solutions to
gather data and raise awareness on air pollution, which is a
critical problem in Kosovo.
Our foundation “Une e Du Kosovën” means “I Love Kosovo.”
This is a simple name, but I do think that if we love Kosovo
we must ensure inclusion of all Kosovars—in all aspects of
life. Women of Kosovo must be supported to achieve full
equality, and the only way to do it is not through speeches
but through real, practical inclusion from the youngest age.
This is the story that we are building in Kosovo and it’s a
story that I firmly believe in.
Very few organizations in Kosovo have managed to
understand that to achieve this result, a focus on science,
energy, and the economy is crucial. Empowering women
starts from empowering girls, and empowerment comes
from the power of knowledge and education. I look forward
to seeing these future leaders of Kosovo as they take their
rightful place in our republic, helping it assume its rightful
place in the European scientific, economic, cultural and
political space.

Vllaznim Xhiha
founder of ‘Bone Vet’ and ‘Un e Du Kosovën’
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Much remains to be done in our economy, but MFK’s Women
in Energy program created a template for building a Kosovo
that provides equal opportunities for all citizens.

Now that we have a
pioneering program in place,
we know how empowerment
and inclusion in the
economy can be done
When speaking and writing on the issue of women in
Kosovo’s economy, I like using numbers—and numbers tell
a very challenging story. High unemployment rates and
very low female participation in the labor market have
constrained Kosovo’s economy and society for decades.
As recently as 2017, around 70% of Kosovo working age
women were neither employed nor looking for employment.
While some of these statistics are not able to accurately
capture informal employment, especially in agriculture,
trade, and service sectors, unequal access to the formal
labor market nevertheless presents a challenge for our
government, civil society, and international development
organizations. In some sectors of the economy (including
the energy industry), men constitute over 90% of
employees in both the private and public sectors.

It is great to go around Kosovo now and see women—
owned businesses generate electricity with solar panels
financed by MFK, or women producing food use more
energy efficient machinery. This is the type of aid that
creates long-term economic impact by lowering the cost of
doing business for women, which enables better access to
capital and higher profitability. Much remains to be done in
our economy, but MFK’s Women in Energy program created
a template for building a Kosovo that provides equal
opportunities for all citizens.

This is why, as President of the Kosovo Chamber of
Commerce and as a Board member of Millennium
Foundation Kosovo, I was especially keen to work together
to advance the agenda of women’s economic participation.
There are many structural factors that constrain women’s
economic opportunities in Kosovo: from caregiving
responsibilities within families, especially in rural zones
where preschool education facilities are scarce; to outright
discrimination against women of childbearing age due to
maternity provisions in the legal framework; to the cultural
prevalence of men inheriting wealth, which limits women’s
access to capital.
MFK’s Women in Energy program aimed to tackle these
challenges head-on through several complementary
actions. The program combined scholarships, which
enabled long term human capital development for the
next generation of women leaders; paid internships, which
opened the door to the labor market for many women
young graduates; and 400 grants for women—owned
businesses, which provided significant capital infusions to
allow women entrepreneurs to meet their energy demands
and expand operations.

Berat Rukiqi
President of the Kosovo Chamber of Commerce
and MFK Board Member
Twitter: @brukiqi
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Internship
Program

Through the Women in Energy Internship
program, nearly 235 girls and women have been
placed for 6-month-long paid internships with
energy sector companies throughout Kosovo.
This program has specifically focused on women
without prior professional experience. By creating
opportunities for women to enter the Kosovo
labor force, MFK has paved the way for long-term
employment.
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In fact, over 30 percent of former Women
in Energy interns have converted their
internship programs into full time jobs as
engineers, researchers, and project leaders
in the energy sector. This program has been
crucial for building a pipeline in Kosovo
for women to enter STEM fields—especially
in the historically male-dominated energy
sector.
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WE Internship Program was introduced to boost women’s potential for employment in the energy sector by providing them
on—the—job experience through paid internships with leading companies and organizations.

235 young professionals joined the energy sector through payed internships from MFK and MCC.

Over 30% of them were hired with regular contracts afterwards as engineers, researchers, and project leaders in energy.

All women from STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) fields as well as other disciplines relevant to the
energy sector, such as project management, marketing and finance, economics, law, information technology and other related
fields were eligible to apply.

MFK and MCC strived to increase women’s awareness of opportunities in the energy sector and to provide practical skill development
opportunities through scholarships, internships, and training.

Internships were a tool to increase the pool of technically skilled women willing to work in energy-related jobs, and address the gender
imbalance in the Kosovo energy sector.

Around forty young professionals joined KEK during the Internship Program.
Their duties varied but were focused on energy related activities.

During a visit of MFK, MCC, to KEK, they discussed with WE Interns the experiences on the job as well as strategies
for helping women prepare for leadership roles in the sector.

The nine WE interns at the Municipality of Novobërd were engaged in energy officers roles. As part of their duties they conducted
research, field reconnaissance, and other day to day activities involving energy-related projects.
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Clearly, I could talk about Women in Energy for days…
but for the sake of this piece, I will hold myself to writing
about my three favorite Women in Energy milestones.

I feel tremendous pride
and joy when I see the
broad diversity this
program reflects
From my first day at MFK, Women in Energy (WE)
Scholarship and Internship Program—has had a profound
impact for me professionally, socially, and personally.
Over these years I had the opportunity to design the
application and evaluation processes for our Scholarships
and Internships program, to participate in Women in
Energy promotional ads, and to interview more than 700
ambitious, intelligent women from across Kosovo. I’ve
seen so many excited women join the energy sector; I’ve
read so many thankful and appreciative notes from our
beneficiaries; and I’ve seen how 250 Women in Energy
Scholars and Interns have developed professionally and
personally.

Capturing Information, Counting Numbers, and Building
the Platform: I’m so enthusiastic about collecting
information that I’m often teased by the WE Scholarship
recipients about using Google Forms to gather data
for everything. Throughout the WE program, I have
enthusiastically followed each of our WE Scholarship and
Internship beneficiaries to track their employment progress
in the energy sector and I am certainly impressed by the
percentage of women being offered regular contracts
in the energy sector. For instance, three months after
the Women in Energy Scholarship program ended, I was
amazed to see that over 87% of our beneficiaries had
found full-time roles in the Kosovo energy sector.

Clearly, I could talk about WE for days… but for the sake
of this piece, I will hold myself to writing about my three
favorite Women in Energy milestones:

For us at MFK, building out the web-based WE Internship
platform marks a huge accomplishment. In fact, we have
turned internship.millenniumkosovo.org into the biggest
national job platform for Kosovo’s energy sector. All in all,
we partnered with 52 different institutions and companies
to list almost 250 different internship opportunities for
Kosovo women. Wrapping Up and Looking Forward:
Ultimately, our work will shape the way that Kosovo
leaders think about the relationship between economic
development and women’s empowerment; furthermore,
the success of our Internship and Scholarship programs has
encouraged other organizations to dedicate more funds for
women’s empowerment in Kosovo’s STEM fields.

August 5th to May 1st: On August 5th, 2019, I accompanied
all 28 WE Scholarship recipients to Iowa to begin their
studies in the energy sector. For many of these women,
it was their first time on an airplane. I saw the tears of
joy and sadness at the airport when they said goodbye to
their families, and I felt their excitement when they first
saw the DMACC campus and their dorm rooms. They
were total superstars in their classes. Navigating the
COVID-19 pandemic was hard, but my team and DMACC
were able to provide the necessary support; our Women
in Energy Scholars graduated on May 1st, 2021, and have
since returned home to Kosovo to begin their careers in the
energy sector.
From Transparency to Diversity: Recently, I was asked by
the MFK/WE Team to gather pictures of each woman
who has participated in our WE Internship program.
When I look through the album of 200+ pictures, I cannot
help but feel tremendous pride and joy when I see the
broad diversity that it reflects. This album shows that we
have accomplished one of our most important goals: to
provide fair and transparent opportunities to all women
in Kosovo, especially the ones from rural areas and diverse
socio-economic backgrounds. To be recognized as highly
transparent and fair, we completed the entire evaluation
process with coded names for each applicant. We also
had three discrete steps and multiple evaluators for each
evaluation to mitigate biases.

Across all our correspondence with Women in Energy
Applicants, Internships, and Scholars, we sign off with
a simple message: “Sincerely, MFK/WE Team.” On that
note, I want to thank the women who we have had the
privilege to work with throughout the program, and I want
to highlight the entire Women in Energy team—which has
worked so tirelessly to achieve (and even surpass!) each
and every milestone for our program.
So: Sincerely, and Always Yours,

Gresa Statovci
Coordinator for WE Internship and
Scholarship Program
Twitter: @GresaStatovci
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After a rewarding undergraduate program,
I was ready to apply my technical skills in Kosovo’s
growing energy sector. For years I dealt with
rejection and unsuccessful applications.
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The words to
success were
‘Women in
Energy’
What a journey! My father told me that a career
in engineering would be dynamic, but I could never
have predicted that my path would be so full of
passion and doubts, learning and unknowns, and
opportunities and challenges.
In a country with serious gender inequality and
pervasive stereotypes, choosing a career in
engineering is never an easy decision for women—
especially for someone like me, who got married
and started a family shortly after graduating from
“Gjin Gazulli” Electro-Technical High School in
Prishtina. Nevertheless, influenced by my father—a
former mechanical engineer at the Kosovo Energetic
Corporation for over 45 years—and supported by
my partner, who always encourages me to pursue
what I love, I decided to return to school and study
Mechanical and Computer Engineering in Mitrovica.
I immediately fell in love with the field. Despite
the fact that I was often the only woman in my
classes, I was lucky enough to be surrounded by
wonderful professors who recognized my passion and
encouraged me throughout my studies. They believed
in me and treated me with the same professional
respect that they showed my male peers. In the
classroom, I relished the opportunity to complete
challenging projects and succeed on equal footing
with the other students.
After a rewarding undergraduate program, I was
ready to apply my technical skills in Kosovo’s growing
energy sector. But when I began searching for a job,
the insecurities set in. For years I dealt with rejection
and unsuccessful applications to various institutions
and energy companies. Kosovo’s energy sector is
supposed to create a lot of jobs in the future, but
when I began my search I was unable to find the right
fit. This was a tough period for me, but it taught
me the power of perseverance. I refused to give up
and continued with the job hunt while starting my
postgraduate studies in 2021.

One day at home with the TV on in the background,
two words cut through and grabbed my attention.
The words were ‘Women in Energy,’ which MFK’s
Gresa Statovci was discussing as a guest on a
morning show. Immediately, I began searching for
more details on the MFK website. The best thing
about this opportunity was that no professional
experience was required, which seemed like a great
way for me to get my foot in the door.
I applied as soon as I could, and was hopeful but
cautiously optimistic after my history of rejections.
The following week I got the big news—I was among
20 other women who were selected for internships
with the Kosovo Energetic Corporation through MFK
and MCC’s Women in Energy Internship Program. I
could not have been happier.
I was assigned to the machinery maintenance
department. Again, I was one of the only women in
the room, but I was happy that my coworkers did not
make gender an issue. My coworkers gave me real
responsibilities and challenging projects, which was
just what I was looking for in my first professional
experience. Ultimately, I learned so much about
different exciting issues like machine parts projection,
thermal energy processes, and electric power
transmission and distribution.
This experience has broadened my horizon and given
me so much. To all the young engineers who are
feeling insecure or hopeless during the job search
process, I encourage you to never stop learning.
Staying the course might be challenging in the
beginning, but engineering is a career that will open
up exciting opportunities for anyone who is willing to
work hard.
Behije Sahiti
Women in Energy Intern at KEK,
now a full time employee
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Since Kosovo's energy strategy prioritizes multi-disciplinary
issues—like sound management for existing energy sources,
renewable energy development, environmentally—friendly R&D
for new technology, and improved environmental stewardship—
I recognized the opportunity to hire interns across many
disciplines, including economics, law, environmental engineering,
and management.

Pathways to
sustainability in
the energy sector
International Business College Mitrovica had the
opportunity to host interns in our research center as
part of the Women in Energy program. As the college’s
Academic Director, I saw this program as an excellent
opportunity to improve the skills, confidence, and
competencies of young women in Kosovo excited about
a future in the energy sector. I knew this program was
particularly important because in both my educational
work and research, I have noticed a pattern of women not
feeling like they are able to freely participate in the energy
sector. Many of the women who want to break into the
industry have been exposed to prejudice in the field and
have been unable to build the momentum required to start
a career.
Since Kosovo's energy strategy prioritizes multi-disciplinary
issues—like sound management for existing energy
sources, renewable energy development, and improved
environmental stewardship—I recognized the opportunity
to hire interns across many disciplines, including economics,
law, environmental engineering, and management. From
my perspective, bringing together women with different
kinds of complementary academic expertise is the first
step towards creating a truly dynamic energy sector in
Kosovo.
In line with the National Energy Efficiency Plan, our
Women in Energy interns were tasked with conducting
research on Northern Kosovo due to a dearth of existing
data. Our interns investigated Energy Efficiency Plans for
four northern municipalities, with a focus on analyzing
their visibility to the open public and the quality of the
interventions. After the screening process concluded, our
interns proposed recommendations to improve these plans
and ensure their alignment with Kosovo and EU directives.
Our interns were also interested in promoting energy
efficiency through public awareness campaigns.

After conducting extensive research on awareness and
interest among the general public, the Women in Energy
interns with marketing backgrounds developed a campaign
to increase participation in energy efficiency programs.
These women successfully articulated the pathways to
sustainability in the Kosovo energy sector in a way that
resonated with different audiences.
Our Women in Energy interns also participated in the
US Embassy—funded project on green solutions for
Kosovo startups. In this project, the interns calculated
and analyzed projected energy consumption for grantees’
business ideas.
The Women in Energy Program has not only significantly
benefited the companies and institutions that hosted
interns, but has also helped me explore novel, women-led
approaches to energy issues and sustainable development
in Kosovo. It was an honor to help these women develop
new ways of thinking, and I enjoyed watching them
broadening their horizons and tackling challenges from
a new perspective. I wish them luck in their endeavors as
future leaders!

Dr Jelena Djokic
Academic Director of International
Business College Mitrovica/
Civil Society Representative, Board of Directors of
the Millennium Foundation Kosovo
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These are some of the internship experiences
of the Women in Energy Interns, obtained
during the WE Program Evaluation Process.
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“The Women in Energy Internship has made me realize how
much I love my field of study, that I can be successful if I want
to, and that I want to pursue Solar Energy projects.”
Djellza Prevreza,
KIMERK

“Women in Energy has had a positive impact on me, as I more
clearly understand the role of environmental engineering and
the need to clarify the importance of this profession in our
country. The program also led me to think of continuing my
studies in another country and then bringing knowledge back to
Kosovo to help with green economic development”
Rozafa Spahiu,
Environmental Engineer—
ALB Architect
“At university, most of the lessons have been theoretical, so
participating in this practical internship has helped me become
professionally trained. I’m confident that I am now prepared for
Kosovo’s labor market, and that my experience as a Women in
Energy intern will help me with future roles.”
Blerona Rexhaj,
Mechanical Engineer—
ALB Architect
“This program has helped me gain experience on projects,
planning and other situations that require engineering
solutions. The internship has been a bridge between
professional experience and the academic knowledge I have
gained so far. It has also helped me to better understand
what kind of specialization I want to pursue with my graduate
studies.”
Fiona Dula,
Energy Officer, Energy Officer,
Kosovo Agency for Energy Efficiency

“The Women in Energy Internship program has been
really important for my professional development. During
my internship, I learned about legislation and regulatory
frameworks for the energy sector, I gained a lot of experience
in management skills, and was responsible for coordinating
many subgroups. I also learned a lot about the new legislation
and laws for the energy sector that need to be amended and/or
drafted in Kosovo.”
Fjolla Fazliu,
Energy Advisor—
Ministry of Economy
“My internship in Chemical Water Treatment in Power Plant
Kosova A has had a very positive impact on me and my career.
I believe that the knowledge and practical work that I have done
have enabled me to become proficient as a chemist in water
treatment across the energy, drinking water, and industry water
sectors. Apart from the professional development opportunities,
I think that this internship has also helped me to build out my
network with other professionals in my field.”
Violeta Hajdari,
Chemist at the Kosovo Energy
Corporation—TPP A
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WiSci Summer
Camp

MFK’s Women in Science (WiSci) initiative helped
high school students from throughout the Western
Balkans build their STEM and leadership
skills in a supportive camp environment. WiSci
was the first Balkan-based camp for girls in
science, technology, engineering, art, design, and
mathematics. By creating the first STEM camp for
girls in the region, MFK has worked to push back
on biases and prove to high school girls that they
can succeed in technical fields as they continue
with their education.
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Women X Energy

At the WiSci camp, over 100 girls from Kosovo,
the USA, Albania, Montenegro, North Macedonia
and Serbia participated in classes led by global
players like Intel, NASA, Microsoft, Bechtel,
and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory.
This kind of early exposure to technical subjects
has already encouraged many former WiSci
camp participants to pursue STEM studies
at universities throughout the Balkans. Many
of these women will soon be ready to finish
their studies and work toward building a more
developed, more equal economy.
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WiSci Camp
Organising Partners in Prishtina
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Having the opportunity to participate in STEAM—
focused extracurricular activities like WiSci
camp has allowed me to explore different areas of
interest and choose my future career path.
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I work everyday
to create the
career of my
dreams
As someone passionate about science and curious
about the world, I was thrilled to participate in the
WiSci girls STEAM Camp. During the camp I lived for
two weeks with around 100 other girls from different
countries, which was a perfect environment to grow
academically and personally.
At WiSci camp every day was different. My
favorite activities included physics and chemistry
experiments, coding and technology classes
organized by INTEL, classes organized by NASA,
and programs on drone programming and artificial
intelligence. WiSci camp allowed me to share ideas
and experiences with new friends from different
cultures. Throughout the camp, we had access to
on-site mentorship from industry experts, and we
interacted and built new friendships with successful
local and global peers. All in all, we enjoyed two
productive WiSci weeks, where in addition to STEAM
and soft skills development, there was always some
time for other fun activities like arts, crafts, and
sports.
This camp has helped me grow as a person by
pushing me out of my comfort zone and encouraging
me to strengthen my skills. SinceWiSci Camp, I have
been more open to trying new things and more
confident in overcoming challenges. I am now more
easily adaptable to change and have developed my
multi-tasking, management, and organization skills.

for girls to express their thoughts and ideas, and
to help them take action on the changes they want
to make in their community. We worked hard and
organized roundtable discussions, team-building
activities, and humanitarian and environmental
activities. The leadership and problem-solving
activities we facilitated have been my favorites.
Having the opportunity to participate in STEAMfocused extracurricular activities like WiSci camp has
allowed me to explore different areas of interest and
choose my future career path. I am now a secondyear student at Charles University in the Faculty of
Pharmacy in the Czech Republic. I am so happy with
my choice, and I work hard everyday to create the
career of my dreams.
I believe that giving women equal support and
opportunities to choose, pursue and thrive in STEAM
careers increases women’s economic security, helps
narrow the gender pay gap, and provides a diverse
and talented STEAM workforce.
When they’re given the opportunity, women make
great leaders across all fields. With that, my hope
is that as more women in my generation enter
STEAM fields through programs like WiSci, the next
generation of women leaders will have role models
and mentors regardless of where they end up.

Furthermore, this camp promoted cross-cultural
communication and understanding, which is helping
me now that I am studying abroad and I have dayto-day contact with people from different cultures.
Ultimately, this camp has helped me develop my skills
in research, critical thinking, and advocacy, which are
very important skills for me as a future pharmacist.
After the camp ended, I cooperated with five friends
from WiSci and founded a Girl Up club in Prishtina
to share our learnings with the wider community. We
aimed to create a safe and supportive environment

Nida Çavdarbasha
WiSci Camp Student, Founder of WiSci Kosovo Club

↑ MFK teamed up with global science, technology and engineering giants such as: Intel, NASA, Microsoft, Bechtel, the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) for WiSciKosovo Summer Camp

↑ A hundred girls from Kosovo, USA, Albania, Montenegro, North Macedonia, and Serbia were part of the #WiSciKosovo Summer Camp
↓WiSci girls were engaged in various exciting projects focused on science, technology, engineering, art and design and mathematics.

↑ Girls participated in various innovative STEM classes such as robotics and coding, drone technology, renewable energy sources,
identifying fake news, and construction technologies among other fields.

↑Apart from having an amazing time, and learning useful skills, girls at WiSciKosovo had the opportunity to make lasting friendships
with other women, friends and mentors, who support and empower them to pursue what they want.

↑ This camp was organized by GirlUp, MFK, Intel, MCC, US Embassies in Prishtina, Skopje, Podgorica, Belgrade, and Tirana, NASA, NREL,
Microsoft, Bechtel, AmCham Kosovo, Coca-Cola, Jaha Solar, Kolegji AAB, Organizata TOKA, and Kosova Live.

↑ WiSciKosovo aimed at empowering girls for leadership in their future fields and encouraging them to pursue any
of the professional paths offered in STEM programs.

↑ A series of workshops took place where inspiring guest speakers from various backgrounds shared their experiences
and best practices in entrepreneurship, building confidence, and leadership skills development.
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The Women X Energy Book brings together
opinions, voices, stories, stats, infographics,
photographs, maps, timelines and other
storytelling elements aiming to weave together
the WE scope of work, its results, and the broader
impact of the program.
Through personal stories from women who have
experienced the benefits of the program as well
as from influential women who have achieved
inspiring professional success, the book will
create a narrative of ideals in fulfillment, and
underscore the importance of providing and
promoting such ideals not only in a gender
inclusion context, but also from a broader
societal perspective.
Women X Energy book is published as part of
the Women in Energy Program Closing Event,
organized by MFK and MCC.
May 2022
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Floriana Gashi, Dorentina Krasniqi, Ardita Merovci, Eriona Qorraj, Eleonora Misini, Katarina Stamenkovic, Nevena Vulović,
Kristina Antić, Stanimirka Jovanović, Gresa Krasniqi, Ivana Djokic, Katarina Maksimovic, Ruža Rakić, Tatjana Nikolic,
Abetare Qarri, Mihane Sahitolli, Era Bryma, Ilda Thaqi, Margarita Ukaj, Fatlinda Robelli, Flaka Deda, Rina Marion Rama,
Fioralba Nikqi, Diorsa Govori, Shqiponja Lokaj, Nuraj Hysa, Llejlla Gusinjac, Anita Maloku, Fiona Bakija, Nida Mydyti,
Arbenita Kadriu, Zana Mjeku, Rrezarta Hajrizi, Hasime Gavazaj, Arlinda Pllana, Alberina Bajraktaraj, Alma Rexhepi,
Djellza Prebreza, Elita Qarkaxhija, Violeta Beqiri, Rina Sokoli, Rinë Preniqi, Albulena Murati, Dea Luzha, Genta Arifaj,
Ivana Mirkovic, Suzana Denić, Bojana Trajkovic, Enita Ymeri, Sanja Stojkovic, Violeta Nikolic, Zarifja Bejiq,
Hristina Živković, Marija Jovanovic, Blerta Emini, Erdina Ismajli, Alberina Gashi, Arlinda Xhemajli, Dielleza Thaçi,
Donjeta Koca, Drilona Veliu, Elona Idrizi, Ermira Koci, Fatmire Bajraktaraj, Kosovare Ismajli, Krenare Hoti,
Liridona Kaqkini, Shqipdona Rama, Fjolla Cani, Sara Salihu, Krenare Kameri, Medina Krasniqi, Merita Halimi,
Qendresa Ademi, Verona Gojnovci, Dafina Krasniqi, Blerine Osmanaj, Kosovare Latifaj, Qendrese Morina, Behije Sahiti,
Fjolla Hashani, Flaka Thaqi, Mirjeta Krivaqa, Florinda Gashi, Natyra Osmanaj, Besime Halili, Blerona Gubetini,
Majlinda Zeqiri, Albulena Asllani, Almedina Bunjaku, Arbana Berisha, Blerta Sahiti, Blerta Statovci, Dafina Selimi,
Elona Gerguri, Elza Lupçi, Fedrita Dakaj, Fjolla Ramaj, Ilirjana Gashi, Melisa Gacaferi, Resmije Loki, Vahide Krasniqi,
Valentina Rudi, Violeta Hajdari, Xhejlane Kokaj, Mirlinda Maloku, Fatlinda Berisha, Blerta Qerimi, Ramize Kryeziu,
Bislime Dvorani, Besijana Kurti, Bleona Ibraj, Anesa Beqiri, Fiona Dula, Selvete Zeqiri, Anita Islami, Qëndresa Berisha,
Erkanda Kaliqanaj, Eranda Abdullahu, Rrezarta Jetullahu, Blerona Krasniqi, Dijana Zeqiri, Laureta Balaj, Alma Shkreli,
Diellza Kurteshi, Shkurta Shabani, Arbesa Nikaj, Arlinda Bujupi, Fitore Shala, Krenare Lika, Albiona Hajrizaj, Kenge Haziri,
Annea Kuçi, Servete Ahmataj, Venesa Humolli, Fijona Kurshumliu, Adriana Zeqiri, Bardha Jaha, Nora Bajrami, Rona Roka,
Kaltrina Bajraktari, Agnesë Ajvazi, Diella Salihu, Fjolla Fazliu, Florentinë Limani, Arnesa Hasanaj, Arjana Saraçi,
Dafina Mehmeti, Ema Beka, Jelena Antović, Jovana Vasic, Marija Radec, Elita Ferati, Shqiponje Isufi, Rinë Lamaj,
Saranda Xhafa, Albulena Blakaj, Shahe Selmani, Stina Nagavci, Rinesa Benquku, Jonida Çarkaxhiu, Liza Hyseni,
Anitë Krasniqi, Elira Çallaki, Diellza Halimi, Diella Shabani, Tuba Gaş, Jeta Dobraj, Laura Nushi, Aurela Nuhaj,
Diana Mahmuti, Donika Zhaku, Bijona Trakaniqi, Hana Roka, Donjeta Kajbe, Era Tahiri, Florina Berisha,
Florentina Maxhuni, Albina Qestaj, Arxhenda Govori, Arbnora Istrefi, Rona Kokaj, Pranvera Mjeku, Era Cacaj,
Triera Kastrati, Genta Jashari, Adelina Qorraj, Bardha Jaha, Mergime Hyseni, Ardiana Spahiu, Mirela Shala,
Arbesa Nikaj, Albiona Lalinovci, Elna Eshrefi, Ronita Murseli, Tringa Osmani, Buna Perteshani, Egzona Tahiri,
Vesa Xërxa, Diella Shabani, Engjëlla Halili, Alketa Sahiti, Blerona Rexhaj, Pranverë Sadiku, Erza Gashi,
Qëndrese Nasufi, Anita Maloku, Doruntina Shatri, Erza Rama, Erza Zogu, Fjolla Fazliu, Fjolla Kosumi,
Tringë Kastrati, Vlera Shkodra, Anda Kukaj, Arda Rugji.

